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ABALOBI is a hybrid social enterprise. ABALOBI ICT4FISHERIES is a registered public non-profit and public benefit organization
backed by ABALOBI LABS. Their mission is to contribute towards thriving, equitable, and sustainable small-scale fishing
communities globally through the joint development of Technology For Good. Abalobi helps small-scale fishers participate
meaningfully in the seafood value chain to promote digital and financial inclusion. Abalobi has a suite of mobile apps 
through the ABALOBI ICT4Fisheries platform. 
This suite acts as a catalyst for the integrated, 
sustainable development of small-scale fishing 
communities. 

Apps :
ABALOBI FISHER - electronic catch documentation and traceability
ABALOBI MARKETPLACE - a digital MARKETPLACE for ‘Seafood with a
 Story’ ABALOBI MANAGER, ABALOBI QR SCANNER, ABALOBI PANTRY
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About ABALOBI
ABALOBI, MEANING 'FISHER' IN THE ISIXHOSA LANGUAGE, IS THE NAME GIVEN TO OUR PROGRAMME BY SMALL-SCALE
FISHERS ENGAGED IN ITS CO-DESIGN



ABALOBI produces knowledge, stewardship of marine resources, and resilience-

building in the face of climate change. 

Helps fishers empower themselves to connect directly with restaurants and

consumers for the sale of their artisanal products. 

Promotes traceable and transparent seafood at an equitable price and enables

fishers to make better harvesting choices. 

Traceable and transparent seafood at an equitable price. 

Disrupts unequal power relations and transforms the value chain for women fishers

“It’s time we look beyond just the fish and also look at the fisher,” Raemaekers says.
 “Turning the tide for these vulnerable fishers requires new strategies, innovation, and
a disruptive approach towards ensuring social justice, resilience, and transformation.
We need to widen the lens on sustainability in the sector and on possible ways to get
there.”
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Creating social change
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What
social
impact
evidence  
ABALOBI
must
have? 

How are we improving food securities for fisher community? 

How is Abalobi improving fishers income and financial security? 

What is their impact on marginalization of women fishers?

Change in traceability and transparency of seafood at an equitable price.

Is sustainability of fishery and its associated supply chains improving?

Are fishers able to make better harvesting decisions?



To build an impact framework according to multiple

layers of business solutions.

To enable ABALOBI to track progress towards outcomes

effectively.

To help ABALOBI identify program areas where additional

resources are required.

Need guidance in collecting meaningful feedback. 

Needed verifiable impact.

To guide ABALOBI raise impact funds.

Challenges of learning social change
SOPACT ENGAGEMENT

IMPACT VERIFICATION WITH TO RAISE FUNDS

NEED TO MOVE FROM OUTPUT TO OUTCOME DATA

COLLECTING MEANINGFUL FEEDBACK

IMPACT KNOWLEDGE
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ABALOBI had a comprehensive Theory of Change. Sopact

started with revising it to focus on key outcomes. 

Aligned strategy and metrics to the programs and identified

stakeholders.

Aligned indicators with multiple standards such as Sustainable

Development Goals.

An important step is data integration of Impact Cloud with

various ABALOBI suites of apps. 

Administering baseline survey to fishers using Kobo Toolbox.

Data will be collected on all five dimensions of impact. Having

an insight into the stakeholders will greatly help ABALOBI

achieve its impact goals.

Collating data together and linking it to key indicators. 

Creating a dashboard to share with partners and investors.

Impact Journey
ALL IMPACT INTELLIGENCE AT ONE PLACE

CHOOSING KEY OUTCOMES

ALL IMPACT INTELLIGENCE IN THE DASHBOARD TO MAKE  DECISIONS

REACHING STAKEHOLDERS FOR FEEDBACK

DATA INTEGRATION
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Important impact intelligence in progress

Analyzing the app data made Sopact and ABALOBI team realize right away that ABALOBI Must have
deeper engagement with fishers. Product adaptation is must first step to achieve all other impact
goals.
Having engaged fisher will effectively use a mobile-based tech app and become data owners to
gain insights from their own data. 
They will restrategize the digital marketplace to aid fishers to participate in the economy
meaningfully. 
They need to enable women to take ownership of the supply chain in the seafood value chain.
It is impossible to develop an impact strategy for long-term outcomes with many indicators and
align to sustainable goals. Instead, the focus must be on short, frequent, and evidence-based
impact experiments to achieve their long-term mission. 
There are practical challenges for reporting global indicators designed by impact standards. 



Maximizing Impact

Product adaptation is must

first step to achieve all other

impact goals.

IMPACT #1

It is impossible to develop an

impact strategy for long-term

outcomes with many

indicators and align to

sustainable goals.

IMPACT #2

The focus must be on short,

frequent, and evidence-based

impact experiments to achieve

their long-term mission

IMPACT #3
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IMPACT ACCELERATOR A LARGE NON-PROFIT


